
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Spelling Words Review

umbrella

wilted

shriveled

injure

ignite

shimmer

signal

pondering

longitude

obscure

nominate

nonsense

prong

lodge

spinning

publish

function

ultimate

punish

pulse

finger

cloth

jump

Challenge

ostrich

hunger

Answer the questions.

1.  In the word punish, is the /ĭ/ sound in the first or second syllable? ______________________

2.  Is the /ĭ/ or /ŏ/ sound found in the word nonsense? ______________________

3.  How many times is the /ŭ/ sound in the word publish? ______________________

4.  What short vowel sounds do you hear in the word lodge? ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  protection from rain _________________________

6.  the greatest _________________________

7.  to set on fire _________________________

8. thinking about carefully _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.  flourished  ____________________ (6 letters)

10.  reward  ____________________ (6 letters)

11.  dull ____________________ (7 letters)

12.  latitude  ____________________ (9 letters)
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Name: _________________________________                List E-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

obscure prong signal spinning

pulse jump injure nominate

13.  The stunt double wore a  protective suit so he didn't ________________________ himself.

14.  After the storm the traffic ________________________ at the end of our street wasn’t working.

15.  When exercising I check my ________________________ rate before and during activity. 

16. The little girl kept ________________________ until she became dizzy.

17. The  ________________________ artwork had people talking about it for days.

18. My favorite track and field event is the high ________________________.

19. l want to ________________________ my friend Ava for class president.

20. As I was unloading the dishwasher I noticed the  ________________________ on the fork was 
bent.

Answer the questions.

21.  What short vowel sounds do you hear in the review ___________________________ 
word jump?

22. In the review word finger is the /ĭ/ in the first or ___________________________ 
second syllable?

23. How many syllables does the word cloth have? ___________________________

24. Which challenge word has two short vowel sounds? ___________________________

25. Which challenge words has the /ŭ/ in it?   ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List E-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Spelling Words Review

umbrella

wilted

shriveled

injure

ignite

shimmer

signal

pondering

longitude

obscure

nominate

nonsense

prong

lodge

spinning

publish

function

ultimate

punish

pulse

finger

cloth

jump

Challenge

ostrich

hunger

Answer the questions.

1.  In the word punish, is the /ĭ/ sound in the first or second syllable?    second

2.  Is the /ĭ/ or /ŏ/ sound found in the word nonsense?      /ŏ/

3.  How many times is the /ŭ/ sound in the word publish?      1

4.  What short vowel sounds do you hear in the word lodge?     /ŏ/

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  protection from rain umbrella

6.  the greatest ultimate

7.  to set on fire ignite

8. thinking about carefully pondering 

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.  flourished  wilted   (6 letters)

10.  reward  punish   (6 letters)

11.  dull shimmer   (7 letters)

12.  latitude  longitude   (9 letters)
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      ANSWER KEY    List E-2: /ĭ/, /ŏ/, and /ŭ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

   obscure prong signal spinning

pulse jump injure nominate

13.  The stunt double wore a  protective suit so he didn't injure himself.

14.  After the storm the traffic signal at the end of our street wasn’t working.

15.  When exercising I check my pulse rate before and during activity. 

16. The little girl kept spinning until she became dizzy.

17. The  obscure artwork had people talking about it for days.

18. My favorite track and field event is the high jump.

19. l want to nominate my friend Ava for class president.

20. As I was unloading the dishwasher I noticed the  prong on the fork was bent.

Answer the questions.

21.  What short vowel sound do you hear in the review  /ŭ/
word jump?  

22. In the review word finger is the /ĭ/ in the first or first 
second syllable?

23. How many syllables does the word cloth have? one 

24. Which challenge word has two short vowel sounds? ostrich

25. Which challenge word has the /ŭ/ in it?   jump
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